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Abstract. This paper deals with the formal derivation of an efficient tabulation algorithm for 
table-driven bottom-up tree acceptors. Bottom-up tree acceptors are based on a notion of match 
sets. First we derive a naive acceptance algorithm using dynamic computation of match sets. 
Tabulation of match sets leads to an efficient acceptance algorithm, but tables may be so large 
that they cannot be generated due to lack of space. Introduction of a convenient equivalence 
relation on match sets reduces this effect and improves the tabulation algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, many parts of a compiler can be generated automatically. For instance, 
the automatic generation of lexical and syntactic analyzers using notations based 
on regular expressions and context-free grammars is commonly used (see e.g. [ 11). 
However, much research is still going on in the field of universal code-generator 
generators, which take a description of a machine as input and deliver a (good) 
code generator for that machine. 
Code generation forms an important subject in compiler writing. Requirements 
traditionally imposed on a code generator are severe: the generated code must be 
correct and must utilize the resources of the machine (such as registers) efficiently. 
A fundamental issue in code generation is instruction selection. This forms the 
subject of the remainder of this section. The nonuniformity of the instruction set 
and addressing modes of the target machine determine the difficulty of instruction 
selection. As an example, we illustrate instruction selection for an expression on a 
register machine with a very simple instruction set. First, in Example 1.1, the 
addressing modes are presented. 
Example 1.1 
Addressing mode Format 
Immediate #C 
Register R! 
Indexed c(K) 
Indirect *R, 
Meaning 
C 
R, 
M(c+R,) 
M(K) 
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Here, M(a) denotes the contents of address a, c is a constant, and Ri is a register. 
Suppose our target machine supports the following instructions 
Example 1.2. 
Instruction Definition 
(1) MOV #c, R, R, := c 
(2) MOV *R,, Ri R, := M(R,) 
(3) MOVdR,), Rz R, := M(c+ R,) 
(4) ADD R,, R, R,:= R,+R, 
Now consider the expression R, := c, + M(c,+ R2). Using the instructions given 
above we may derive an instruction sequence for this expression as follows. At each 
step the subexpression that is matched is in bold face. 
Example 1.3. 
Expression Instruction 
R,:= c,+ M(c,+ R,) MOV #G, R, 
R,:= c,+ M(R,+R,) ADD R, > R, 
R, := cl + M(R,) MOV *RZ, R, 
R, := c, + R, MOV#c,,R, 
R,:=R,+R, ADD R, , R, 
Observe that the derivation above looks like the parsing of a string. By replacing 
the definition of an instruction, which is of the form Ri := . . . , by a production rule 
of the form Ri+..., definitions (l)-(4) of Example 1.2 may be considered as a 
code generation grammar. 
This suggests the use of traditional parsing techniques for code generation. For 
instance, Graham and Glanville use LR-parsing for instruction selection (see [9]). 
The main problem with this approach is the resolution of the large number of 
parsing conflicts caused by the fact that code generation grammars are inherently 
highly ambiguous. For example, an alternative instruction sequence may be derived 
for the expression R, := c, + M(c,+ R,) as follows: 
Example 1.4. 
Expression Instruction 
R, := c, +M(c,+ R2) MOVc,CR,L R, 
R, := c, + R, MOV #c, , R, 
R,:=R,+R, ADD R,, RL 
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A way to overcome this problem could be to use a more general parsing method 
like Earley’s algorithm, as suggested in [6], but the resulting space and time 
complexity is unacceptable for practical use in code generators. 
Neither of these methods takes into account a special property of code generation 
grammars, viz. that every operator symbol has a fixed rank. Using this property 
leads to the idea of considering the tree representation of an expression, rather than 
its string representation. In this way, the code generation (string) grammar becomes 
a so-called tree grammar. For the instructions of Example 1.2 the production rules, 
represented by trees, become: 
Example 1.5. 
Instruction Tree representation 
MOV #c, R, R, + c 
MOV *R,, R, 
M 
R,y I 
4 
M 
I 
MOVc( R,), R, R,- / \ 
c R, 
ADD R,, R, 
Several code generation algorithms based on tree grammars have been described 
[l, 5, 121, but a theoretical framework is unfortunately missing. This is the more 
remarkable as a well-developed theory of tree grammars and tree automata has 
existed for some twenty years [3,7, 11, 141. A mathematical rigorous presentation 
in terms of universal algebra is presented in [8], which does not pay any attention 
to applications, however. A systematic treatment of some parts of the theory, aimed 
at code generation applications, is given in [ 151; a survey paper is in preparation [lo]. 
In this paper we consider a particular class of tree acceptors, called deterministic 
bottom-up tree acceptors, which have a time complexity proportional to the size of 
the tree to be analyzed. Our main aim is to present algorithms for the efficient 
generation of compressed parse tables, and to show how the rather complex programs 
that construct these tables can be systematically derived. Of course, tree acceptors 
alone are not sufficient to solve the instruction selection problem, but they can easily 
be extended to bottom-up tree parsers and be combined with a dynamic programming 
technique. The resulting parsers yield all optimal derivations with respect to some 
externally specified cost per production rule. For details we refer to [ 151. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we present a 
simplified treatment of the theory of tree grammars and deterministic bottom-up 
tree acceptors. Section 4 shows how the transition functions of the acceptor can be 
tabulated, which leads to a linear time acceptance algorithm. In practical applications 
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the size of the resulting tables may be prohibitive, however. Therefore in Section 
5, using ideas of Chase [4], an improved algorithm is described which generates 
compressed transition tables. Finally, Section 6 contains some concluding remarks. 
2. Tree grammars 
In this section we define the basic concepts of the theory of tree grammars. 
Readers familiar with context-free (string) grammars will notice that tree grammars 
are a generalization of right-linear (string) grammars. 
Definition 2.1. A ranked alphabet is a pair (V, r) such that V is a finite set and 
rE V+JK 
Note. Throughout this paper K denotes the set of natural numbers. 
Elements of V are called symbols and r(a) is called the rank of symbol a. In the 
following the set V, denotes the set of symbols with rank n, that is, V,, = 
{vE Vlr(v)=n}. 
Definition 2.2. The set Tree( V, r) of trees over a ranked alphabet ( V, r) is the smallest 
set X such that 
l voc-x, 
l Vn: l<n:VaE V,:vt ,,..., t,EX: a(t, ,..., t,)EX. 
Definition 2.3. A tree grammar G is a 5-tuple (N, V, r, P, S) such that: 
l (N u V, r) is a ranked alphabet such that VA E N: r(A) = 0, 
l NnV=@, 
l P is a finite subset of N x Tree( N u V, r), 
l SEN. 
Elements of N, V and P are called nonterminals, terminals, and production rules, 
respectively. S is called the start symbol of G. 
Notational remark. Upper-case letters are used to denote nonterminals, and 
lower-case letters stand for terminals. An element (A, t) E P is usually written as 
A+ t; A is sometimes called the left-hand side, and t the right-hand side of the 
production rule. 
Definition 2.4 (+, derivation step (informal)). Let (N, V, r, P, S) be a tree grammar. 
Vt,, t, E Tree( N u V, r) t,=+ t2 means that there exists (A + a) E P, such that t2 can 
be obtained from t, by substituting cz for one occurrence of A in t,. 
j* is the reflexive and transitive closure of +. We say that t is derivable from 
A if A +* t. 
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The set of trees, containing only terminals, derivable from the start symbol 
constitute the language that is generated by the corresponding tree grammar. 
Definition 2.5. Let G = (N, V, r, P, S) be a tree grammar. The function P’E N + 
P( Tree( V, r)) is defined by: 
VAE N:Z(A)={~E Tree(V,r)jAJ* t}. 
2’(S) is the language generated by G. 
The tree grammar defined in the following example shall be used as a running 
example throughout this paper. 
Example 2.6. Let G = (N, V, r, P, A) be a tree grammar, where 
N = {A, B}; 
V= {a, b, c, d}; 
r(a) = 2; r(b) = 1; r(c) = 0; r(d) = 0; 
P = 1(l) A+ a(b(c), B), 
(2) A+ a(B, d), 
(3) A+c, 
(4) B + b(B), 
(5) B-A, 
(6) B+dl 
An alternative presentation of the elements of P is given in Fig. 1. Some examples 
of derivations are: 
(1) (6) 
A+ a(b(c), B) 3 a(b(c), d). 
(2) (4) (5) (3) 
A + a(B, d) + a(b(B), d) + a(b(A), d) + a(b(c), d). 
Some elements of T(A) are: c, a(b(c), d), a(a(b(c), b(d)), d). 
3. Tree acceptors 
A tree acceptor is a tree automaton which, given a tree grammar G = (N, V, r, P, S) 
and a tree t E Tree( V, r), establishes whether t E Z(S). In this section we consider 
a particular kind of tree acceptors, viz. deterministic bottom-up tree acceptors, 
although we shall not stress the automata-theoretic concepts. The basic idea underly- 
ing this kind of acceptor is to extract from the grammar G a set PS of patterns, i.e. 
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(1) A + a (2) A + a (3) 
/\ /\ 
b B B d 
(4) B + b (5) B -+ A (6) 
A -+ c 
B + d 
Fig. 1. Production rules represented as trees. 
subtrees of right-hand sides of production rules, and to compute for a tree t the 
match set MS,(t) of patterns from which it may be derived. 
The tree t is accepted if and only if SE MS,(t). As the match set of a compound 
tree can be simply computed from the match sets of its direct subtrees, an acceptor 
can be obtained which operates in time proportional to the size of the tree. 
The following definitions are all relative to a given tree grammar G = 
(N, V, r, P, S). We assume that G has no useless terminals and nonterminals, 
i.e. every (non)terminal occurs in some tree derivable from S and for all A E N: 
Z(A) + 0. 
Definition 3.1. The subtree relation & is defined by: 
tln,j:l<j<n:t/aEV,:Vt, ,..., t,ETree(NuV,r): 
t,&a(t,,...,t,) 
sub* is the reflexive and transitive closure of sub -. 
Definition 3.2. The pattern set PS is defined by: 
PS={t[gA,t’: (A+~‘)EP: t&* t’} 
Notice that NE PS holds, since every nonterminal occurs in some tree derivable 
from S. 
The closure of a pattern s is a set of patterns. This set contains s and the 
nonterminals from which s is derivable. Similarly, the closure of a set of patterns 
is defined as follows. 
Definition 3.3. The function closure E Y( PS) + 9( PS) is defined by: 
Vs E CP( PS): 
closure(s) = s u {A E N 1 Zip: p E s: A +* p}. 
Obviously, for all s E ??(I?!?): closure(s) G PS. There are various ways to handle 
the acceptance problem. One possible way, commonly known as the bottom-up 
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method (or bottom-up pattern matching), is to derive the start symbol S starting 
with a given tree t. The bottom-up method relies on the notion of match sets, sets 
of subpatterns that match at a particular tree node. These sets are defined recursively 
as: 
Definition 3.4. The function MS, E Tree( V, r) + C!?( PS) is defined by: 
Va E V,: MS,(u) = closure({a}), 
tln:l~n:VaEV,:~t,,...,t,ETree(V,r): 
MS,(u(t,, . . . , L)) = 
closure({u(p,, . . .,p,)ElJSIvj: l~j~n:pjEMS*(fj)}). 
The relevance of match sets is expressed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. VtE Tree(V,r): MS,(t)={t’EPSIt’J* t}. 
Proof. By structural induction over Tree( V, r). 
(1) Base step. Let a E V,, 
MS,(u) 
= {Definition 3.4, a E V,} 
cZosure( {a}) 
= {Definition 3.3) 
{u}u{A~ N/A+* a} 
= {NcPS}{uEPS A uJ*u} 
{t’E PSI t’** a} 
(2) Induction step. Let a E V,,, 1s n, then 
MS,(a(t,, . . . , tn)) 
= {Definition 3.4, a E V,,, 1 G n} 
closure({a(p,, . . .,p,)~PSlkfj: lsjsn: p,~Ms,($)}) 
= {induction hypothesis, set calculus} 
closure({u(p,,...,p,)~PSJ~j: lCjCn:p,**$}) 
= {Definition 2.4) 
c~~~~re({~(p,,...,~,)~PSl~(~,,...,~,)~*~(t,,...,t,)}) 
= {Definition 3.3}{Vs E ??(PS): closure(s) c PS} 
{t’s PSI t’** a(t,, . . . , t,)}. 0 
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Lemma3.6. vtETree(V,r):SEMS,(t)=tEZ(S). 
Proof. Use Definition 2.5 and Lemma 3.5. 0 
So, by computing MS,(t) for a given tree t, it is easy to decide whether t belongs 
to the language generated by G or not. 
Example 3.7. Consider the grammar of Example 2.6. Its pattern set is: 
PS = ia( B), b(c), c, B, a(& d), d, b(B), A}. 
For t = a(b(c), b(a(d, d))) bottom-up computation of MS,(t) is depicted in Fig. 
2, where each node of t is annotated with the match set of the tree rooted at that 
node. In this figure we see that A E MS,(t), hence (see Lemma 3.6), t E Z’(A). 
/a\ {a(b(c),B); A, Bl 
{b(c), b(B); B) b b {b(B); Bl 
I I 
{c; -4 B) c 
/a\ 
{a(B,4; A, B) 
14 Bl d d id; Bl 
Fig. 2. An example of dynamic computation of match sets. 
Notational remark. Elements of a match set added by a closure operation are 
separated from other elements by a semicolon. 
4. Tabulation of match sets 
A program computing MS, can easily be implemented, but is very inefficient. At 
each determination of the acceptance of a tree, match sets (and closures) must be 
recalculated. Fortunately, since CP(PS) is a finite set (due to the fact that PS is 
finite) the number of match sets is finite. This allows tabulation, a general technique 
for a more efficient implementation of recursively defined functions (see [2]), of 
matchsets.Observethat MS,(a(t ,,..., t,))isoftheformf,(MS,(t,) ,..., MS,(L)), 
where f0 is defined as follows. 
Definition 4.1. The transition function for symbol a, fa, is defined by: 
Vu E VO: fO E P(PS), where fa = cZosure({a>); 
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Vn: 1 G n: Vu E V,: Vs,, . . . , s, E SP(PS): 
the function fa E CP( PS)” + CP( PS) is defined by: 
_L(s,,-. . , s,) = cZosure({a(p,, . . . ,pn)EPS]Vj: l~j~n:p,E~~}). 
Obviously all fa have a finite domain (since the number of match sets is finite), 
so we may tabulate fa. This means that we will have an n-dimensional table for a 
symbol of rank n. We do not have to tabulate f0 for the entire powerset 6P( PS), but 
only for its reachable part, i.e. the smallest set Z E P,(H) closed under all fa. 
To compute the reachable part 2 and the tabulation of fa, ?a E 2” + 2, where 
n = r(a), the standard reachability algorithm (see e.g. [13]) is used. This leads to 
the following algorithm, which is called A,. 
j[var x, y: P,(B) 
1-T W G := 0, P,(PS), 0 
;for all a E V, 
do y :=&; W, G := W\(y), G u {y}; fa := y od 
;do G#fl+x :E G 
;for all a E V\ V, 
do [[var n: X 
In := r(a) 
;for all (s, , . . . , %I) E (Z u {xl)“\Z” 
doy:=f,(s,,...,s,) 
;if y E W+ W, G:= W\(y), Gu {y} 
0 ye W+skip 
fi 
;TJsl,...,s,):=y 
od 
II 
od 
; G, Z := G\(x), Z u {x} 
od 
II 
To allow transition tables to be indexed with numbers rather than match sets, we 
introduce an enumeration E E X +P Z of match sets (+P denotes a partial function). 
E is an injection. We define transition tables in terms of the enumeration as follows. 
Definition 4.2. The transition table for symbol a, T,, is defined by: 
Vu E V,: T, E dam(E), where E( T,) =fO; 
Vn: lsn:VaE V,,:Vi ,,..., i,~dom(E): 
the function T, E dom( E)” + dom( E) is defined by: 
E(T,(ir,. . . , in)) =f,(E(iA,. . . , E(i,)). 
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The corresponding definition of match sets is now. 
Definition 4.3. The function MS2 E Tree( V, r) -+ dom( E) is defined by: 
Va E V,: MS,(a) = T,; 
Vn:l~n:Va~V,:~f,,...,t,,~Tree(I/,r): 
MSda(t,, . . . , 4,)) = Ta(M.%(f,L.. . , M&(L)). 
The correspondence between MS, and MS, is stated in the following lemma. 
Lemma4.4. vt~Tree(V,r): MS,(t)=E(MS,(t)). 
Proof. By structural induction over Tree( V, r), using Definitions 3.4 and 4.1-4.3. 0 
Match sets containing the start symbol S have a special meaning (see Lemma 
3.6) and are called accepting states. 
Definition 4.5. The set of accepting states, F, is defined by: 
Lemma 4.6. Vt E Tree( V, r): t E Z(S) = MS2( t) E F. 
Proof. Use Definition 4.5 and Lemmata 4.4 and 3.6. 0 
As can be observed from Definition 3.3, taking the closure of a set of patterns 
consists of deriving left-hand sides of production rules. This calculation can be 
simplified by tabulating the closure of nonterminals in a table Nclosure. Formally: 
Definition 4.7. The function Nclosure E N + 9’(N) is defined by 
VAE N: NcZosure(A)={B~ NjB+*A}. 
Computing the Nclosure of a nonterminal is equivalent to determining the reflexive 
and transitive closure of P n (N x N). We use Warshall’s algorithm to calculate the 
transitive closure. 
The relationship between closure and Nclosure is stated in Lemma 4.8. 
Lemma 4.8. 
vs E Y( PS): 
closure(s) = s u (U A, a: (A+ a) E P A (Y E s: Nclosure(A)). 
Proof. Use Definitions 3.3, 2.4 and 4.7. 0 
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The following algorithm A2 is a more efficient version of algorithm A, in which 
the match sets are enumerated and Nclosure is used. In algorithm A*, the sets 2, 
G, and W are characterized by, respectively, {E(i) IO s i < p}, {E(i) 1 p s i < q}, and 
C?( PS)\(Z u G). 
I[con G = (N, V, r, P, S): tree grammar 
;var E:X+,S(PS) 
; F: ?P(X) 
; I44: J” 
, T,:X for all a E V, 
. , T,:X”-+X for all n: Len: a~ V, 
. > Nclosure: N + 9(N) 
;proc compute_ Nclosure = 
I[ I(* first, transitive closure by means of Warshall’s algorithm *) 
for all A E N do NcZosure(A) := {B E N 1 (B + A) E P} od 
;for all BE N 
do for all A E N 
do if B E Nclosure(A) + Nclosure(A) := 
Nclosure( A) u NcZosure( B) 
0 B & NcZosure(A) + skip 
fi 
od 
od (* second, reflexive closure *) 
;for all A E N do Nclosure( A) := Nclosure(A) u {A} od 
II 
;func closure = 
(4.7: 5yPS)I CFJ(PS) 
I[var r: 9?( ES) 
lr:= s 
;for all (A+ a) E P 
do if CY E s + r := r u Nclosure(A) 
llags+skip 
fi 
od 
Ir 
II 
) 
(* main program *) 
(compute_ Nclosure( ) 
; q := 0; p := 0 
;for all a E V, 
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do E(q):= closure({a}) (* new match set *) 
;TCZ, q:= 4, q+l 
od 
;do p # q + for all a E V\ V, 
do j[var n: X 
In:= r(a) 
;for all ( pl,. . . , pn) E (0, . . . , p}“\{O, . . . , p - l}” 
do E(q):=cZosure({a(t,,...,~,)~PS~t~~E(p~)}) 
;I[var k:X 
od 
Ik:=O;doE(k)#E(q)+k:=k+l od 
;if k = q + q := q + 1 (* new match set *) 
0 k # q + skip 
fi 
;TCl(P,,.. .,p,,):=k 
II 
od 
II 
od 
p:=p+l 
;p := 0; F := 0 (* determine accepting states *) 
;dop#q+ifSEE(p)+F:=Fu{p} 
0 Sg E(p)+skip 
fi 
;p:=p+l 
od 
II 
Given the transition tables, the acceptance problem is easily solved by simple 
table lookups. The table-driven acceptor is described by the following algorithm. 
The time complexity of this algorithm is proportional to the size of the input tree. 
I[con F: 9’(N) 
7 T,: X for all a E V, 
> T,:K”+.N for all n: Len: UE V, 
; t: Tree( V, r) 
;var accepted: boo1 
;func ms, = 
(Jr: Tree( V, r)IN 
lif t :: a+ T, 
0 t :: a(t,, . . . , t,)+ T,(ms,(t,), . . . , ms,(t,)) 
fi 
1 
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1 accepted := ( ms2( t) E F) 
II 
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Example 4.9. Consider the grammar of Example 2.6. The tables generated by 
algorithm A2 are shown in Fig. 3. 
Given the input tree, for instance t = a(b( c), h(a(d, d))), table-driven bottom- 
up acceptance proceeds as demonstrated in Fig. 4. In this figure each node of r is 
annotated with a number corresponding to the match set with which it was annotated 
in Fig. 2. 
Since 6 E F, t E Z’(A). 
E Match set 
0 {c; A, Bl 
1 id; BI 
2 B 
3 {b(c), b(B); Bl 
4 {a(B, d); A, Bl 
5 {b(B); Bl 
6 Ia( B); A, Bl 
7 {a(B, d), a(b(c), B); A, Bl 
T, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 7, 
0 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 3 
1 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 I 5 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 6 7 2 6 6 6 6 6 3 5 
4 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 5 
5 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 
6 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 5 
7 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 7 5 
T, =o, T,, = 1; F = {0,4,6, 7) 
Fig. 3. Tables generated by algorithm A2 
/“\ 
Y&(3,5) = 6 
T*(O) = 3 b b T*(4) = 5 
I I 
T, = 0 c T,(l, 1) = 4 
?“,j = 1 d d Td = 1 
Fig. 4. An example of table-driven acceptance. 
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5. Optimized tabulation 
In practice, code generation tree grammars (see introduction) are rather extensive. 
This means that transition tables may be very large. These tables could be compressed 
after they are computed, but uncompressed tables may be so large that they cannot 
be generated, even if the compressed tables are of manageable size. However, an 
optimization is possible that enables compressed transition tables to be directly 
generated. 
This optimization is based on an equivalence relation on match sets. The 
equivalence relation is based on the observation that some patterns only occur as 
thejth subtree of a tree labelled with a symbol of rank n (n aj). The main advantage 
is that with generation of match sets one can iterate over the equivalence classes 
instead of the match sets. This is quite lucrative, provided that the mapping of match 
sets onto equivalence classes is not (nearly) a bijection (in which case no improve- 
ment is made). 
David Chase first considered this optimization, but he only gave an informal 
treatment. Here, we derive an improved algorithm for the generation of match sets 
based on the ideas presented in [4]. 
The jth childset of a symbol, say a, 1 s j G I-( a), is the set of patterns that appear 
as jth subtree of a tree in PS labelled with a. Formally: 
Definition 5.1. The jth childset of symbol a, CS,,j, is defined by: 
Vn, j: 1 <j G n: Va E V,: 
CS,,j={t13t ,,..., t,: u(t, )...) t,)EPS: tj= t}. 
Example 5.2. The childsets of the symbols of the grammar of Example 2.6 are: 
Lemma5.3. Vn,j:lGj<n:VuEV,:CS~,jCPS. 
Proof. PS is closed under taking subtrees. 0 
Using childsets we may refine the definition of match set as follows. 
Definition 5.4. The function MS, E Tree( V, r) -+ 9’(PS) is defined by: 
Vu E VO: MS,(u) = closure({u}) 
Vn:l~n:Va~V,,:~t,,...,t,~Tree(V,r): 
MS1(u(t,, . . . , tn)) = 
closure({u(p,, . . . , p,)EPSIt/i: l~jGn:pjEMS,($)nCS,,j}). 
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The only difference between Definition 5.4 and Definition 3.4 is the intersection 
with CS0,j. This does not affect the value of MS,(a( t, , . . , t,)), because the only 
patterns missing from MS,( t,) n CSa.j are those patterns that do not appear as the 
jth subtree of a tree in PS labelled with a. 
For the same reasons as mentioned in Section 4 a program computing MS, can 
be easily implemented, but is rather inefficient. Again, tabulation is possible. 
Observe that MS,(a(t,, . . . , t,)) is now of the form fa(ga,,(MS,(t,)) ,..., 
g,,,(MS,(t,))) where_& is defined as in Definition 4.1 and g,,j is defined as follows. 
Definition 5.5. The map function for jth child 
Vn,j: l<j<n:VaE V,:VsEp(PS): 
the function g,.j E 9’( PS) + 9?( PS), 
g,,,(s) = s n CS,,, . 
of symbol a, g,.j, is defined by: 
is defined by: 
Again for practical reasons we use an enumeration E E X +p C?(PS) of match 
sets. We define the transition tables in terms of the map function and the enumeration 
E as follows. 
Definition 5.6. The transition table for symbol a, T,, is defined by: 
Vu E V,,: T, E dom( E), where E( T,) =fa; 
Vn: lsn:VaE V,,:Vi,,...,i,~dom(E): 
the function T, E dom( E)” + &m(E) is defined by: 
E(T,(i,, . . . , 4)) =.Lka,l(E(4)L.. . , ga,n(E(L))). 
These transition tables are similar to those defined in Definition 4.2. 
An important observation is that the intersection of a match set with some childset 
CSl,, 2 for some symbol a E V,,, where 1 s j < n, induces an equivalence relation over 
match sets. 
Definition 5.7. The equivalence relation =r,,j is defined by: 
Vs,s’Ek??(PS):Vn,j: l<jGn:VaE V,: 
S” a,, s ’ = (sn CSa,j = s’n CSa,j). 
Definition 5.8. The equivalence class E=~,, is defined by: 
VsE??(PS):Vn,j: l<jsn:VaE Vn: 
E,,,,(S) ={S’E 2qPS)ls =o,j s’}. 
In other words: the equivalence class E,,,,(S) is the set of all match sets that are 
equivalent (under = ,,j) to s. An equivalence class E,~,,(s) is represented by s n CSa,j, 
which is called the representer set of E,,,,(S). 
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Since the number of equivalence classes is finite we can tabulate the representer 
sets. We introduce an enumeration of representer sets R,;E K +P P(PS) for all 
n, j: 1 <j< n, and a E V,. The mapping of (the enumeration of) match sets onto 
(the enumeration of) representer sets is performed by an index map table j~~,~. 
Definition 5.9. The index map table for jth child of symbol a, j.~~,~, is defined by: 
Vn,j: lGjSn:t/a~ V,,:Vi~dom(E): 
the function pa,, E dom( E) + dom( R,j) is defined by: 
R,j(Pa.,(j)) = E(i)n CSa,j. 
Notice that pa,, is, in fact, the tabulation of g,,,, which was defined in Definition 
5.5. This means that transitions only need to be tabulated for representer sets (instead 
of match sets). This is reflected in the following definition. 
Definition 5.10. The transition table for symbol a, TL, is defined by: 
Vu E VO: T: E dam(E), where E( Th) =fa ; 
Vn,j: 1 <j< n: Va E V,,: Vi,, . . . , i, E dam(E): 
l K,,~E dam(E) + dom(R,,j), 
l Tb E (dom(R,,) x * * *xdom(R,,,))+dom(E), 
l E(Tb(p.,,,(i,), . . . , pL,,,(i,))) =f,ka.,(E(il)), . . . , ga,n(E(L))). 
The corresponding definition of match set becomes: 
Definition 5.11. The function MS2 E Tree( V, r) + dam(E) is defined by: 
Va E V,: MS,(a) = Tb; 
Vn:l<n:VaEV,,:b’jt,,...,t,ETree(V,r): 
MS,(a(t,,..., L)) = T~(PL~,,(MSJ&)), . . . , /+t(MUfn))). 
Notice that MS2 is still related to MS, by Lemma 4.4. 
Using the definitions above and the invariants given below we may derive the 
following tabulation algorithm (named Ax). First, we give the invariants of the 
program. 
ospsq; 
(Vn: 1 s n: tla E V,: new, = (3j: 1 Cj< n: pa,, < qa,j)); 
(Vn,j: lCj<n: tlaE V,:o<~,,~<q,,~); 
(vn,j: lGj<n: VaC V,: Vi:Osi<q: 
OS/Q(~) < qa,; A R,,j(pu,,j(i)) = E(i) n CScz,j); 
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(Vn,j:lGjGn:VaEV,:Vi,,...,i,:O~ij<p: 
0s /&,;(ij) <Pa,, /f 
0s TL(~,,,(il), . . . , pcL,,,(i,))<q * 
E(Tb(pL,,,(il), . . , p,,,(L))) =.L(g,,,(E(il)), . . . , ga,n(E(i,)))). 
I[con G = (N, V, r, P, S): tree grammar 
;var E : K ep LP( PS) 
. F: 9’(J) > 
> T;: X for all a E V, 
; T;:X”+X foralln:l~n:aEV, 
; pu,,j:x+x for all n,j: 1 G j G n: a E V, 
; R,,j:X+, 9(B) for all n,j: 1 CjC n: a E V, 
; PO,,, 4Ll.i: J for all n,j: 1GjGn: aE V,, 
’ CSa,j: P(PS) 3 for all n,j: 1 d j Q n: a E V,, 
; new,: boo1 for all n: 1Cn: aE V, 
. p,q:J > 
. 3 Nclosure: N+ B(N) 
;proc compute_ Nclosure (* see algorithm A, *) 
;func closure (* see algorithm A2 *) 
;proc compute_childsets = 
I[var j,n: JY 
Ifor all a E V\ V,, 
do j, n := 1, r(a) 
;do ,j # n + 1 + CS,,, := 8; j := j + 1 od 
od 
;foralla(r,,...,t,)tPS 
do j:= 1 
;doj#n+l+C~,,,,:=~~,,,u(t,}od 
od 
II 
;proc compute_reprsets = 
(Jp: J4f 
1 I[(* compute equivalence classes of matchset E(p) for all a E V\ V,, *) 
for all a E V\ V, 
do I[varj,n: K 
Jj, n := 1, r(a) 
;dojf n+l+ R,,i(qa,j):= E(p)nCS,,, 
;I[var k: X 
lk:=O 
;dO R,,j( k) f R,,/( qa,,) + k := k + 1 Od 
;if k # qa,j+ skip 
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0 k = qa,i + (* new representer set *) 
qa,j, newa := q@ j + 1) true 
fi 
;pu,,j(P) := k 
II 
;j:=j+ 1 
lPd 
od 
II 
1 
(* main program *) 
Icompure_NcZosure( ) 
;compute_childsets( ) 
;for all a E V\ V, 
do I[varj,n: N 
Ij, n := 1, r(a) 
;doj#n+l+q,j:=O;p,,:=O;j:=j+l od 
II 
;new, := false 
od 
; q := 0; p := 0 
;for all a E V, 
do E(q):= closure({a}) 
;Tb, q:= q, q+1 
od 
;dop#q+compute_reprsets(p);p:=p+l od 
;do (3~: a E V\ V,: new,) 
+ for all (a: a E V\ V,: new,) 
do ([var j,n: K 
In := r(u) 
;for all (p, , . . . , pn) E (0. . qa,I - 1) x * * * x (0. . qa,” - l}\ 
(0.. pa,I - 1) x * * . x (0.. pa$ - 1) 
do E(q):=closure({u(t,, . . . , t,)~ PSI: tiER,,(pi)}) 
I[var k: K 
Ik:=O;doE(k)#E(q)+k:=k+lod 
;if k=q+q:=q+l (* new match set *) 
Cl k#q+skip 
fi 
;Th(p,,...,pn):=k 
II 
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od 
;j:=l;doj#n+l+p,j:=q,j;j:=j+lod 
II 
; new, := false 
od 
;dop#q~compute~reprsets(p);p:=p+lod 
od 
;p := 0; F := 0 (* determine accepting states *) 
;dop#q+ifSEE(p)+F:=Fu{p} 
Cl S& E(p)+skip 
fi 
;p := p + 1 
od 
II 
The table-driven acceptor is presented below. 
I[con F: P(X) 
; T;: X for all a E V, 
; T~:X”+X for all n: l<n: uE V, 
; PO,, : Jv-, Jv for all n,j: 1 SjS n: a E V, 
; t: Tree( V, r) 
;var accepted: boo1 
;func ms, = 
(Jt: Tree( V, r) 1 X 
lift :: a+ TL 
0 t :: a(t,, . . . , &I+ Cba,,(ms2(td), . . . , ~,,,(m+(t,))) 
ti 
) 
I accepted := ( ms2( t) E F) 
II 
Compare the results given in the following example with those of Example 4.9. 
Example 5.12. Consider again our running example and consider the childsets of 
our grammar as given in Example 5.2. The tables generated by algorithm A3 are 
shown in Fig. 5. 
For example, take E(4), which equals {b(c), b(B), B}. 
E(4) n C&r = E(4) n {b(c), BI = {b(c), B) = R,,,(2), 
so A,,(4) = 2, 
E(4) n CS,,, = E(4) n {B, dI= {W = R,,,(O), 
so /-Q(4) = 0, 
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E(4) f-J cs,,, = E(4) n{c, Bl= {Bl= &J(l), 
so P/l,,(4) = 1. 
The bottom-up acceptance of t = a( b(c), b(a(d, d)) now proceeds as depicted in 
Fig. 6. 
Since 6 E F, t E Z(A). 
E Match set PC>, I CL‘,.2 
{c; A, Bl 0 0 
Id; BI 0 1 
!a(& d); A, BI 0 1 2 0
{b(c), b(B); BJ 2 0 
{b(B); BI 0 0 
{a(b(c), B); A, BI 0 0 
{a(& d), a(b(c), B); A, BI 0 0 
CL,>. I 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
T:, 0 1 2 7% 
0 2 3 2 0 4 
1 2 2 2 1 5 
2 6 7 2 2 2 
R <I,  R Cl.2 R h.1 
0 1Bl 0 1Bl 0 {c, Bl 
1 I? 1 Id, BI 1 IBJ 
2 {b(c), BI 2 I/) 2 I? 
T: = 0, T:, = 1; F = {0,3,6,7] 
Fig. 5. Tables generated by algorithm A,. 
a %%1(4),k2(5)) = 6 
/\ 
Tb(/Lb,l(O)) = 4 b b T:(/Jb,1(3)) = 5 
I I 
T, = 0 c 
/\ 
T;(hl,1(1),w(1)) = 3 
T; = 1 d’ cl Tj = 1 
Fig. 6. Example of matching using compressed tables. 
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6. Concluding remarks 
We have derived a rather efficient tabulation algorithm for table-driven bottom-up 
tree acceptors. The basic idea for the optimized tabulation is quite simple, neverthe- 
less it leads to a complex algorithm. The presented algorithms are derived by stepwise 
refinement: starting with the well-known reachability algorithm we elaborate this 
towards an algorithm for the efficient generation of compressed parse tables. Our 
opinion is that such a systematical derivation gives us more insight in a complex 
algorithm. 
Experiments with an implementation (in Pascal) of the algorithm have demon- 
strated a considerable improvement in table generation. For example, a code gener- 
ation grammar with 33 production rules (representing a part of the Intel 8085 
instruction set) reduced the number of table entries from 9208 to only 635, of which 
468 were index map table entries. Index map tables take up most of the space, but 
traditional compression techniques can be used to reduce that space since index 
maps are inherently sparse. 
Although the tabulation algorithm has an exponential time complexity we believe 
that for code generation grammars the mapping of match sets onto equivalence 
classes is such that a significant improvement is made. 
Bottom-up tree acceptors can easily be extended to bottom-up tree parsers. To 
that purpose the match set MS(t) of a certain subtree t does not just contain the 
set of patterns from which t can be derived, but also an encoding of the corresponding 
derivations. In instruction selection applications there will be a great (even infinite) 
number of derivations. By associating a cost with each production rule and by 
recording for each pattern in a match set the encoding of a minimal cost derivation 
starting from that pattern, minimal cost parses can be obtained. Thus instruction 
sequences can be selected that are optimal with respect to e.g. time or memory 
utilization. For a detailed account of these optimizing parsers we refer to [ 151. 
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